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Abstract—Are given the method of determination of angular parameters, which is used in micromechan-
ical inertial-satellite systems, constructed by the method of compensation or based on the  reduced Kalman 
filter. Measurement errors of roll and pitch angles are investigated by the proposed method with aircraft 
performing various maneuvers and with changing the acceleration and attitude. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

For small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) there 
is a problem measuring angular orientation parame-
ters, in particular, roll and pitch angles. The precision 
vertical gyroverticals are not used because of their 
unsatisfactory proportions, and low-cost  microme-
chanical sensors, which is the basis for constructing 
of inertial navigation system (INS) of such UAV is 
not able to provide the necessary accuracy of auto-
nomous measurement of roll and pitch angles. 

With constructing a UAV navigation systems the 
data fusion of INS and satellite navigation system 
(SNS) is usually based on optimal Kalman filtering. 
However, the practical implementation of Kalman 
filtering on board the aircraft is complicated by sev-
eral factors. The main one is the phenomenon of di-
vergence, that is typical for strapdown INS (SINS). 
To overcome these complications a number of mod-
ifications of Kalman filter is developed, in particular 
adaptive and robust filtering algorithms, Yazvynskyi 
algorithms, and others. 

In modern airborne complexes besides the optimal 
estimation algorithms, there are also other methods of 
data fusion that are well proved in practice. In par-
ticular, it is a method of mutual compensation.  

Comparative analysis of data fusion algorithms in 
SINS and SNS given in [1] shows that the accuracy of 
navigation parameter estimation for compensation 
method with the latest dynamic filters [2 ] is not 
worse than accuracy of Kalman filtering algorithms, 
and the quality of noise filtering of the proposed al-
gorithm in SNS is higher. But this method does not 
estimate the nonobservable components of state 
vector, in particular, roll and pitch angles. 

Therefore, the development of alternative me-
thods for determining the parameters of the angular 
orientation in particular for the small UAV is the 
urgent problem. 

II.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To measure the parameters of angular orientation 
a number of alternative methods is proposed, in-
cluding pyrometric and magnetometric methods.  

Pyrometric method to measure roll and pitch is 
based on measuring the difference in the intensity of 
heat radiation of the ground surface and of the fir-
mament using pyrometers. They provide contactless 
measurements of thermal radiation intensity in the 
infrared range.  

The disadvantage of this method is the measure-
ment error with UAV flight at low altitudes over 
sloping terrain, because the horizon of thermal radi-
ation of ground surface is distorted. 

Possibility to measure precisely the vector of 
magnetic field of the Earth using miniature and 
low-cost three-component magnetometers  proves the 
idea to use the magnetic field of the Earth to deter-
mine the parameters of angular orientation. 

Measuring the components of the vector magnetic 
field of the Earth along the axes of body-fixed coor-
dinate system (СS), you can get information not only 
about the magnetic heading, but also about the angles 
of roll and pitch 

The magnetic declination and magnetic inclina-
tion must be properly taken into account in the algo-
rithms of magnetometric measurement of the angular 
orientation of the UAV during practical implementa-
tion of this method. Abnormal variations in the 
magnetic field act on the measurements of the angu-
lar orientation parameters as disturbances. 

Method of magnetometric measurement has areas 
of uncertainty [3], in particular with the magneto-
meter rotation around the axis close or coinciding 
with the direction of magnetic field vector and also 
with headings close to 90 – 270 the uncertainty in  
measurements of roll and pitch angles appears. 

To measure the roll and pitch angles it is also 
possible to use so called gyro-accelerometric method, 
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when readings of SINS accelerometers are processed 
by special algorithms. 

Problem statement can be formulated as 
following: it is necessary to develop the scheme and 
algorithms of gyro-accelerometric measurement of 
angular orientation parameters and to provide their 
comprehensive investigation.  

III.  PROBLEM SOLUTION 

The accelerometer can be used to measure the 
projections of absolute linear acceleration and also to 
measure indirectly the projections of gravitational 
acceleration. The former measurements is used to 
create SINS where the readings obtained from acce-
lerometers are converted to the axes of navigation 
CS, then processed and integrated. As a result, the 
navigation parameters of object motion are obtained: 
velocity and coordinate. Thus, the accelerometers, 
together with gyros, are integral parts of the naviga-
tion and control systems of moving objects. 

If the only force acting on an object is the gravity 
force, then the accelerometer measures the projection 
of gravity vectors on sensitivity axis  Ах = gsin(), 
and therefore can be used as inclinometer to deter-
mine the static tilt angle of accelerometer sensitivity 
axis.  

 = arcsin(Ах/g). 

Such properties of accelerometer are used in the 
algorithms of SINS initial alignment to determine the 
ramp roll and pitch angles.  

In practice, the moving object is experienced other 
forces besides the gravitational force. They can be 
caused by acceleration, rotation, vibrations, etc. In 
particular, during flight there will be accelerations 
that characterize the change in the relative velocity 
vector Vr, plus Coriolis acceleration ( 2 )  rω Ω V , 

transferring acceleration and acceleration of gravity 
force. And then the acceleration A measured by ac-
celerometer is the following: 

  0Earth
( 2 ) ( ) ( ).       r rА V ω Ω V Ω Ω R g R  

The transferring acceleration caused by the Earth 
rotation [ ( )] Ω Ω R  is summed with acceleration of 

gravity force 0 ( )g R  as vectors and creates the 

gravity acceleration 

0 ( ) ( ).   g g R Ω Ω R  

Then the equation of apparent accelerations of 
object center-of-mass measured by accelerometer 
takes the form:  

 
Earth

) .    r rА V (ω 2Ω V g                (1) 

here Vr is vector of UAV relative velocity; R is 
vector that characterizes the current location of object 

in the selected CS;  is the angular velocity, which 
occurs with motion relatively the spherical surface of 
the Earth, which, in turn, rotates with angular  ve-
locity . 

In algorithms of SINS operating modes it is ne-
cessary to get the value of the Earth velocity vector 
by integrating the accelerometer signals projected on 
the axes of navigation CS, for example, rectangular 
geographical CS OLHB. Thus, it is necessary to sub-
tract from these projections(aL, aН, аВ) the compo-
nents of Coriolis acceleration projections and com-
ponents of gravity acceleration projections. Then the 
projection of the ground velocity vector on the axes 
of CS OLHB can be obtained by integrating the equ-
ations: 
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   , which are pro-

jections of Coriolis accelerations; 

, ,V V VB H L    are projections of angular rotation 

velocity of navigation CS OLHB which appears with 
motion relative the Earth spherical surface;  

з зcos , sin , 0B H LB B         are projections 

of Earth angular velocity on the axes of navigation 
CS OLНВ; , ,B L HV V V  are projections of velocity 

vector on the axes of CS OLНВ;  
, ,L B Hg g g  are projections of gravity force accelera-

tion, which with small altitudes (Н  100 km) can be 
calculated up to terms 102  of the formulas: 

0, 0,L Bg g   
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; 

В is geographic latitude; Н is the flight altitude; g  is 
the acceleration of gravity force at the equator; a is the 
major semi-axis of Earth geoid; е is the eccentricity.  

With using the accelerometric method of angular 
orientation measurement the similar approach is 
used. It is proposed to subtract the projections of 

components of the relative acceleration  
EarthrV  and 

Coriolis acceleration )  r(ω 2Ω V  from readings of 

accelerometers (1), leaving only the components of 
the gravity acceleration.  

 А g . 
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The roll and pitch angles are determined by in-
clinometer algorithms with measured values of un-
disturbed by other forces projections of gravity ac-
celerations.  

The components of Coriolis and relative accele-
rations in ISNS are calculated by either estimated 
navigation parameters (by compensation method) or 

directly by information from SNS. Obtained para-
meters of angular orientation are further processed 
using information from angular velocity sensors 
(AVS) which are parts of SINS. 

The block diagram of scheme to measure the an-
gular orientation by gyro-accelerometric method is 
shown in Fig. 1.

 

Fig. 1. The block diagram of scheme to measure the angular orientation by gyro-accelerometric  method

In this scheme the ISNS data about components of 
ground velocity vector and about components of 
Coriolis and relative accelerations is used to calculate 
their projections on the axes of body-fixed CS. The 
obtained components are subtracted from readings of 
accelerometers. Then information about undisturbed 
components of gravity acceleration is taken to  cal-
culate roll and pitch angles 

2 2arctg ( ); arctg ( ).x y z z yA A A A A      

Calculated roll and pitch angles by the proposed 
accelerometric method have the high-frequency error 
(sensor noise), that is why this information is further 
processed to get estimate from compensation scheme.  
Here the readings of SINS with slowly varied 
(low-frequency) error are fused with readings of gy-
ro-accelerometric sensor with corresponding 
high-frequency noise. And the compensation scheme 
in this case is an ideal variant. The obtained estimates 
are used to correct the parameters of angular orienta-
tion calculated by SINS algorithms. 

To simplify the analyses of gyro-accelerometric 
method of angular orientation measurement let us 
consider the two-component SINS and longitudinal 
motion of UAV along the equator. 

Kinematics of UAV rotational motion by pitch 
angle can be described in SINS algorithms as 
following: 

avs Earth 0
0

( ); ,
t

z z zL dt           

and kinematics of translational motion of 
center-of-mass (in this case – motion in vertical 
plane) can be described as following:  

cor cor
Earth; ; ,H H H L L L LV a a g V a a L V R        

 

where 
5
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R
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Earth Earth( 2 ); ( 2 ).L H H La V L a V L       
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Input data for SINS is signals of inertial sensors 

avsz , ах, ау, which have errors ( ,z ,x ya a  ) 

containing the deterministic and random white noise 
components. Signals of inertial sensors can be de-
scribed by the following equations:  

avs man true Earth true( ) ,z z zL               (3) 
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H L y
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 (5) 

Here the angular velocity sensor measures not 
only the angular velocity of maneuver 

manz , but also 

the angular velocity of the Earth rotation Earth true  

and angular velocity trueL , caused by UAV motion 

relative the spherical ground surface.  
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Similarly it is necessary to take into account that 
accelerometers measure the maneuver accelerations 

man
,xa  

manya  together with components of Coriolis 

and gravity accelerations.  
To implement the gyro-accelerometric method of 

pitch measurement it is necessary to subtract the 
calculated components of Coriolis acceleration 

cor cor( sin cos )H La a   and longitudinal acceleration 

of center-of-mass 
manxa  from readings of longitudinal 

accelerometer ах. Then the resulting signal of longi-
tudinal accelerometer contains the projection of 
gravity vector on the sensitivity axis together with 
deterministic and random white noise components of 
errors   

Ах = gtruesin() + ах. 

Components of Coriolis acceleration are calcu-
lated by formulas (2), using the estimates of ground 
velocity components ( , )H LV V  and rate in longitude 

change ,L  and also the known value of angular ve-

locity of the Earth rotation Earth. To convert these 
components to axes of body-fixed CS the corrected 
(gyro-accelerometric) value of pitch angle  is used.  

The component 
manxa  is calculated by formula: 

 

man

f cor

cor cor

sin

cos

       sin sin cos ,

L L y

x

H L

a a a
a

g a a

  




     

here the components of Coriolis acceleration are 
calculated using the estimates and corrected value of 
pitch angle. To project the horizontal component of 
UAV acceleration on the longitudinal axis of 
body-fixed CS it is necessary to subtract the com-
ponent of normal acceleration ауsin() and to recon-

struct the component of Coriolis acceleration cor .La  

The acceleration of gravity force g at the equator is 
set to be equal to 9.8 m/sec2. 

The estimated (filtered) value of horizontal 

component of center-of-mass acceleration f
La  is 

obtained by data fusion of information from SINS 
and differentiated signal LV  from SNS. With diffe-

rentiation of noisy radio signal of SNS the standard 
filtering procedures are used. 

Figure 2 shows the estimation results of horizontal 

component of center-of-mass acceleration f
La  in 

comparison with differentiated signal 
SNSLV  during 

the UAV maneuver “Zoom.” 
By information Ах the current value of pitch angle 

is calculated  so called accelerometric pitch angle:  

аcс = arcsin(Ах/g). 

By the difference between the current pitch angle 
calculated by SINS algorithms and accelerometric 
pitch angle the resulting signal is formed to correct 
the readings of angular velocity sensor (to eliminate 
the deterministic component of error). 

cor acc( ).z
z z

К
К

p




 
    

 


               (6) 

The result of correction is the estimated (gy-
ro-accelerometric) pitch angle  

 

Fig. 2. The estimation results of acceleration f
La  in com-

parison with differentiated signal 
SNSLV  during the UAV 

maneuver "Zoom" 

The investigation of accelerometric algorithms of 
pitch measurement has been done by mathematical 
modeling in program software Simulink Matlab.  

For the investigation the model of two-component 
SINS has been created which describes the kinemat-
ics of UAV motion in vertical plane.  

Simultaneously the ideal navigation system has 
been simulated identical to SINS but it has had the 
input signals as signals of ideal sensors and true 
values of the Earth model. Information from the ideal 
navigation system has been used to form the true (not 
calculated) values of navigation parameters and also 
to estimate the accuracy characteristics of SINS by 
comparison the calculated and true values of naviga-
tion parameters. 

With SNS simulation the output information of 
ideal navigation system has been used and corrupted 
by white noise components of SNS errors.  

The simulation of inertial sensors has been done 
by formulas (3) – (5), but the components of model 
errors ,z ,x ya a   have been absent. 

The above mentioned algorithms of gy-
ro-accelerometric sensor have been also simulated.  

The results of simulation are given in Fig. 3. They 
illustrate the change in pitch measurement errors with 
no maneuvering with higher zooming.  

The comparative analyses proves the significant 
improvement in accuracy of pitch measurement by 
gyro-accelerometric sensor even using the 
low-accurate SINS. The error of pitch measurement 
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for autonomous operation of not-corrected SINS 
previously has raised up to 23 during 25 minutes of 
flight, and now it is decreased to 0.028. At the be-
ginning of operation the initial alignment stage is 
obviously observed (determination and elimination 
of systematic component of angular velocity sensor 
error). 

 

Fig. 3. The illustration of the change of pitch measurement 
errors with no maneuvering 

With using very rough accelerometers in SINS 
structure the error of pitch measurement (Fig. 4) does 

not exceed 0.25 (in the model of accelerometer er-
rors the systematic component has been increased by 
an order of magnitude). 

 

Fig. 4. Effect of measurement errors on the acceleration 
error calculating the pitch angle 

The estimation of measurement errors for gy-
ro-accelerometric method has been done for UAV 
maneuvering to climb and descent. The change in 
parameters of longitudinal motion during such ma-
neuvering is shown in Fig. 5. In particular, the pitch 
angle has varied in range 15, normal overload has 
reached 5 m/sec2, and longitudinal acceleration has 

been ( 0,8 m/sec2).  

 

Fig. 5. The change in parameters of longitudinal motion 
during maneuvering to climb and descent 

Figure 6 demonstrates the change in gy-
ro-accelerometric errors during the maneuver 

“Zoom”. For comparison the results of pitch mea-
surement by inclinometer and gyro-accelerometric 
sensor (with complementary filter) are given. 

 
Fig. 6. Pitch errors measurement using different 

measuring sensors 

The complementary filter provides data fusion of 

pitch measurement by inclinometer inc = arcsin(ах/g) 

and by SINS algorithm SINS. The algorithm of 
complementary filter is quite simple:  

comp = (1 Kf) SINS + Kfinc, 

where Kf  is the coefficient of complementary filter. 
By the difference (SINS  comp) the signal zcor, 

is formed similar to (6) and provides correction of 
readings of angular velocity sensor. 

The analyses of simulation results (Fig. 6) shows 
that with maneuvering the error of pitch measurement 
by gyro-accelerometric sensor does not exceed 0.1, 
error by using complimentary filter is about 1, and 
error of inclinometer disturbed by accelerations 
reaches 5. 

The gyro-accelerometric method has been also 
tested for UAV with highly energetic maneuvering 
(climbing and descending). And besides the white 
noise component of accelerometer errors the vibra-
tion of UAV engines has been also simulated and 
included to readings of accelerometers (Fig. 7). 

 

Fig. 7. Acceleration acting on the UAV with highly 
energetic maneuvering (climbing and descending) 

Figure 8 demonstrates the change in errors of 
gyro-accelerometric sensor during such energetic 
maneuvering. For comparison the results of pitch 
measurement by complimentary filter are also given. 
The results of simulation show that even for energetic 
maneuvering and severe conditions of accelerometer 
operation the error of pitch measurement does not 
exceed 0.25 for gyro-accelerometric sensor, and 
error of complimentary filter raises to 3. 
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Fig. 8. The change in errors of measuring during energetic 
maneuvering with the climbing and descending 

If Coriolis accelerations are neglected in algo-
rithms of gyro-accelerometric method then the sig-
nificant simplification can be reached. In particular, 

only component 
manxa  is subtracted from readings of 

longitudinal accelerometer and it is calculated by 
formula:  

man

f sin
sin ,

cos

L y

x

a a
a g
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man

acc arcsin .
x xa a

g

 
   

 
 

The simplified algorithm of gyro-accelerometric 
method has been simulated for UAV with highly 
energetic maneuvering - climbing and descending 
(see Fig. 7). In Figure 9 for comparison the errors of 
pitch measurement by simplified and full algorithms 
are given. The difference in pitch measurement errors 

does not exceed 0.05 

 
Fig. 9. The errors of pitch measurement by simplified 

and full algorithms 

The basic disadvantage of the proposed gy-
ro-accelerometric method is its non-autonomy. That 
is why it can be used only in aided navigation sys-
tems, in particular, in ISNS. It must be noted, that the 
increasing of accuracy of angular orientation mea-
surement significantly influences the accuracy of 
navigation parameters calculated by SINS algo-
rithms.  

If the satellite signal is lost, then the navigation 
complex of UAV passes to the aerometric mode of 

dead reckoning and data of f
La  can be obtained by 

differentiating the airspeed.  

In Figure 10 the results of simulation of gy-
ro-accelerometric method are given in case of navi-
gation complex operation in aerometric mode during 
70 seconds. UAV performs maneuvering “Zoom”. 
During the simulations the sluggishness, errors of 
airspeed measurement including noise components, 
differentiating errors have been taken into account. 

 

Fig. 10. The results of simulation of gyro-accelerometric 
method in case of navigation complex operation 

in aerometric mode 

Analyses of simulation results shows that even for 
coarse measurements of maneuvering parameters, the 
error of pitch measurement varies in range  0.5. 

In case of absence the standby system in the 
structure of navigation complex, the pitch and roll 
measurement is recommended to perform with the 
help of gyro-accelerometric sensor using the heading 
method of en-route control 

CONCLUSIONS 

The given research of proposed gy-
ro-accelerometric method shows high accuracy of 
angular orientation measurement. In particular, the 
errors of roll and pitch measurement by coarse 
MEMS sensors do not exceed the errors of existent 
precise gyroverticals. The basic disadvantage of the 
proposed gyro-accelerometric method of angular 
orientation measurement is non-autonomy in com-
parison with the gyroverticals. Therefore, it can be 
used only in aided navigation systems of small UAV, 
in particular, in ISNS. Moreover, in this case, the 
algorithms of data fusion for SINS and SNS are sig-
nificantly simplified, since there is no necessity to 
estimate the non-observed components of state vector.  
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